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ABSTRACT: Cocrystals of seven star-shaped triaryl compounds with pentafluorophenol (pfp) were prepared and structurally
characterized by the single-crystal X-ray diffraction method. Cocrystallization of pfp with planar (or almost planar) compounds gave
six 3:1 molecular complexes with well-defined layered structures. The layers are composed of alternating pfp3 trimers, linked by
hydrogen bonding, and triaryl molecules held together in planes by the weak C−H···F interactions. Stacking interactions of the
triaryl-substituted molecules with the perfluorinated rings of pfp are responsible for the overall crystal packing, but most likely also
stabilize the trimers in the solid state, as the assembly of the pfp into trimers provide an optimal geometry for the π···π interaction.
The layers are flat for the cases of components with almost planar geometry and corrugated for those with more twisted geometry. In
the case of nonplanar triphenyl isocyanurate, the pfp cocrystal does not contain pfp3 trimers, the stoichiometry changes from 3:1 to
3:2 (3 refers to pfp), and the packing is mainly controlled by intermolecular O−H···OC hydrogen bonding.

■ INTRODUCTION

Aromatic π···π interactions play an important role in supra-
molecular chemistry, biology, andmaterials science.1−6 They are
responsible for DNA base stacking,7 intercalation of drugs with
DNA,8 protein folding,9 and molecular recognition.1,2 Stacking
interactions are commonly used to organize molecular
assemblies in crystalline solids10 or liquid crystalline11 phases
and are critical for the design of new functional materials.12 In
comparison with typical non-covalent interactions such as
hydrogen bonds (HBs) or metal coordination, the interactions
between aromatic rings are rather weak (calculated intermo-
lecular forces between two stacked benzene rings are of the order
of −2 kcal/mol).13−15 On the other hand, offset face-to-face
aryl···perfluoroaryl forces are approximately twice as attractive as
analogous homoaromatic interactions.15,16 It can be attributed
to a quadrupolar interaction between electron-rich and electron-
deficient aromatic systems.2,17,18 However, detailed calculations
show that dispersion interactions and solvophobic effects are
equally important.2,6 Thus, arenes and perfluoroarenes can
cocrystallize in molecular complexes that show a stacked
structure with an alternate sequence of component molecules,19

while pure components, particularly those with smaller ring
systems, usually prefer to crystallize in an edge-to-face mode.20

The crystallographic investigations performed in recent two
decades have provided numerous examples of ordered binary
complexes with aryl···perfluoroaryl structure and this interaction
has emerged as an important synthon in crystal engineering that
can be used to control the relative orientation of molecules
toward each other.21−23 However, most of these studies have
dealt with cocrystals of hydrocarbons and perfluorocarbons24−26

and only a few studies have described cocrystals of compounds
bearing functional groups.27−33 Particularly, pentafluorophenol
(pfp) seems to have a potential as a versatile component for the
construction of ordered supramolecular crystalline assemblies
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where the interplay of hydrogen bonding and aryl···perfluoroaryl
interactions opens possibility to control their architecture in a
predictable way.34−36

Because hydroxyl groups may act both as donors and
acceptors of HB, in the solid state, alcohols and phenols form
several types of hydrogen-bonded O−H···O aggregates such as
chains or rings (I−III) (Scheme 1).37 In the graph set notation,
those motifs can be described as C(3), R4

4(8) and R3
3(8) for I, II,

and III, respectively.
Due to its symmetry, the six-membered ring (III) seems to be

a particularly attractive synthon in crystal engineering.38 Our
inspection of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD v. 5.42,
updates Feb. 2022) has revealed 73 structures in which themotif
III is present in substituted phenols. However, most of the
structures contain preorganized phenol units, either by macro-
cyclic structures such as calixarenes39 or homocalixarenes40 or
by complexation to metal centers.41 The only two examples of
simple phenol structures containing the synthon III: 2,3-
dichlorophenol and 2,3,4-trichlorophenol MeOH solvate, have
been reported by Desiraju and coworkers.42 Pure phenol
(PhOH) forms two polymorphic structures which are
characterized by HB helical chains differing in conformation
adopted by PhOH molecules.43,44 Similarly, three polymorphs
of pfp are known: two more stable, forming infinite O−H···O−
H···O−H chains and a less stable one, consisting of discrete
linear trimers connected by O−H···F−C bridges.45−47 On the
other hand, phenol and pfp form cocrystals where alternating
PhOH and pfp molecules form stacks with intermolecular O−
H···O hydrogen bonding between them.34

We expected that cocrystallization of pfp with suitable
compounds of trigonal symmetry (Scheme 2) should force a
formation of hydrogen-bond-stabilized pentafluorophenol
trimers (pfp3) due to the stacking aryl···perfluoroaryl
interactions between the components. Furthermore, the usage
of the substrates with high symmetry may lead to aesthetically
appealing crystal structures with the anticipation of the transfer
of molecular symmetry to supramolecular symmetry.48−50 Thus,
we have chosen triarylbenzenes 1−3, triphenylboroxine (4),
2,4,6-tris(4-methylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine (5), 1,3,5-tris-
(phenylethynyl)benzene (6), and 1,3,5-triphenylisocyanurate

(7), that is, molecules with a topological C3-symmetry, as
components for cocrystallization with pfp and described the
crystal structures of the resulted molecular complexes. In the
next step, we used Hirshfeld surface (HS) analysis to
demonstrate intermolecular interactions and assess inter-
contact distributions.51,52

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Synthesis and Crystallization. Commercially available chemicals

were used without any purification. Solvents were dried following the
standard procedures. Compounds 1−7 were obtained according to the
literature procedures. 1,3,5-Triarylbenzenes 1−3 were obtained by
cyclotrimerization of corresponding aryl-methyl ketones mediated by
SOCl2−EtOH.53,54 Triphenylboroxine (4) was prepared by the
dehydration of phenylboronic acid in a presence of SOCl2.

55 2,4,6-
Tris(4-methylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine (5) was prepared by the acid-
catalyzed trimerization of p-tolunitrile.56 1,3,5-Tris(phenylethynyl)-
benzene (6) was synthesized by Sonogashira coupling of 1,3,5-
tribromobenzene with phenylacetylene.57 1,3,5-Triphenylisocyanurate
(7) was obtained by catalytic trimerization of phenyl isocyanate.58

Single crystals of the complexes were grown by slow evaporation of
heptane−CH2Cl2 solution of the corresponding substrate with a molar
excess of pfp. Colorless crystals of the complexes are not air-stable and
slowly decompose due to volatility of pfp. However, they can be stored
for a long time in the mother liquor or in the presence of pfp vapor.

Theoretical Calculations. The geometry optimizations of the
isolated molecules of hexafluorobenzene, pfp and 1−7 at the HF/6-
311G* level of theory and calculations of molecular electrostatic
potentials (MEPs) were carried out using FireFly59,60 and MaSK61

packages.
The HSs and fingerprint plots were generated using the

CrystalExplorer17 program.62 In the case of 2·pfp3, one orientation
of the methyl group laying on the twofold rotation axis and one
orientation of the OH groups in the pfp3 trimer were chosen and
modeled as fully occupied and then the HS was calculated. HSs of both
molecules of 6 and both pfp3 trimers in 6·pfp3 are almost the same and
give almost identical fingerprint plots (see the Supporting Informa-
tion); therefore, one of each was chosen and presented.

X-ray Diffraction. Diffraction intensities data were collected on an
IPDS 2T dual beam diffractometer (STOE & Cie GmbH, Darmstadt,
Germany) at 120.0(2) K with Mo Kα radiation of a microfocus X-ray
source (GeniX 3D Mo High Flux, Xenocs, Sassenage, 50 kV, 1.0 mA,
and λ = 0.71069 Å). The investigated crystals were thermostated under

Scheme 1. Chemical Structures of the Hydrogen-Bonded Aggregates of Alcohols and Phenols I−III, pfp and pfp3

Scheme 2. Chemical Structures of Components 1−7 Used in the Study
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a nitrogen stream at 120 K using the Cryostream-800 device (Oxford
CryoSystem, UK) during the entire experiment. For details see the
Supporting Information. Crystal data, data collection, and structure
refinement details are summarized in Table S1.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular Electrostatic Potential Maps. MEP mapped

onto van der Waals surfaces is a useful qualitative guide in
analysis of the electron-deficient (π-acidic) or -rich (π-basic)
regions and prediction of intermolecular interactions.63 The
negative and positive potentials depicted as red and blue areas

on color plots (Figure 1) correspond to electron-rich and
electron-deficient regions, respectively. Aromatic rings with
large positive quadrupole moments perpendicular to the ring
plane QZZ (expressed in Buckinghams, B) can participate in
stacking interaction with the rings bearing negative QZZ values.
The OH substituent in pfp slightly reduces the MEP at the ring
center compared to hexafluorobenzene as shown by the QZZ
values of 6.45 and 10.02 B, respectively (Figure 1a,b). On the
other hand, the HBs in the pfp3 trimers III do not significantly
influence the MEP surfaces of π-acidic pentafluorophenyl units
(Figure 1c). Inspection of the MEP plots of triaryl compounds

Figure 1.Molecular electrostatic potential of the following: (a) hexafluorobenzene; (b) pfp; (c) pfp3 trimer; (d) 1; (e) 2; (f) 3; (g) 4; (h) 5; (i) 6; and
(j) 7, computed at the HF/6-311G* level of theory, mapped on 0.01 Å−3 electron density surface.

Table 1. Parameters of the O−H···O HBs in Cocrystals 1·pfp3−6·pfp3 and O−H···OC HBs in 7·pfpa

cocrystal interaction dO−H (Å) dH···O (Å) dO···O (Å) θO−H···O (deg)

1·pfp3 O1−H1···O2 0.85(2) 2.15(8) 2.727(7) 125(8)
O2−H2···O3 0.84 2.03 2.730(7) 140
O3−H3···O1 0.85(2) 2.04(7) 2.701(7) 134(8)

2·pfp3 O1−H1A···O2 0.84 2.41 2.740(3) 104
O2−H2···O1b 0.84(2) 2.18(6) 2.740(3) 124(6)
O1−H1B···O1b 0.82(2) 2.09(4) 2.795(4) 143(6)

3·pfp3 O2−H2···O3 0.84(2) 2.10(7) 2.718(7) 130(8)
O3−H3···O1 0.84(2) 2.09(8) 2.746(7) 135(9)
O1−H1···O2 0.84(2) 2.01(6) 2.740(7) 146(9)

4·pfp3 O1−H1···O2 0.80(2) 2.16(4) 2.713(4) 127(4)
O3−H3···O1 0.80(2) 2.14(4) 2.723(4) 130(4)
O2−H2···O3 0.82(2) 2.04(3) 2.770(4) 148(4)

5·pfp3 O3−H3···N1 0.84 2.59 3.419(15) 168
O2−H2···O3 0.84 2.20 2.781(12) 127
O1−H1···O2 0.84 2.21 2.720(16) 119

6·pfp3 O1−H1···O2 0.83(3) 2.02(4) 2.716(5) 141(5)
O2−H2···O3 0.84 2.11 2.683(4) 126
O3−H3···O1 0.84 2.09 2.681(5) 127
O4−H4···O6 0.84 2.10 2.692(4) 128
O5−H5···O4 0.84 2.09 2.689(4) 128
O6−H6···O5 0.85(3) 1.94(5) 2.686(4) 147(7)

7·pfp O1−H1···O4 0.85(3) 1.90(3) 2.734(3) 166(4)
O2−H2···O6 0.83(3) 1.95(3) 2.751(3) 162(6)
O3−H3···O7 0.84(3) 1.89(3) 2.692(3) 160(5)

aFor 5·pfp3, one O−H···N contact instead of O−H···O interaction is reported. bSymmetry code: −x + 1.5, y, −z + 1.5.
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1−7 clearly indicates that all phenyl or p-tolyl units connected to
the central ring are π-basic as indicated by red MEP surfaces at
their centers (Figure 1d−j). Analogously, the central aryl rings in
the molecules of 1−3 are π-basic. In contrast, the boroxine ring
in 4 at the boron atom region (Figure 1g) and the central ring in
7 (Figure 1j) show marked π-acidic character. Similarly, the
central benzene unit in 6 remains slightly acidic; however, in this
case three ethynyl moieties exert highly negative (red)
contribution (Figure 1i).
Crystal Structures. The first choice of a coformer with a

topological C3-symmetry was naturally 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene
(1) being the simplest and having the right shape and
dimensions similar to the pfp3 trimer. Then, 2,4,6-tris(p-
tolyl)benzene (2) was tested to check whether enlarging the
component size by three methyl groups influences the formation
of the trimers. In both cases, the cocrystallization was successful
and the 1,3,5-triarylbenzenes formed 1:3 complexes. However,
these molecules are significantly distorted from planarity due to
steric interactions between neighboring hydrogen atoms of the
central benzene unit and the aryl substituents. As a consequence
of the aryl···perfluoroaryl stacking interactions, the geometry of
the pfp3 trimers in the corresponding cocrystals closely follows
that of 1 or 2. Parameters for HBs of the trimers are presented in
Table 1. Numerous C−H···F interactions between aryl and
perfluoroaryl units lead to the formation of the corrugated layers.
The crystal structure of the 1·pfp3 complex (the triclinic space

group P1̅) reveals a layered structure. The layers, however,
parallel to the (2−11) family of planes, are strongly corrugated
due to the nonplanarity of the component units (Figure 2a).
Two phenyl rings of 1 are twisted by about 31 and 32° from the
plane of the central aryl ring, whereas the third one remains
almost coplanar with it. In contrast, in the uncomplexed

molecule all three phenyl rings are twisted by ca. 36−41° from
the central ring.64 This arrangement is closely mimicked by the
pfp3 trimer. One C6F5 ring is nearly coplanar with the plane
established by the three oxygen atoms and the other two remain
out of the plane by 17.3(3) and 31.9(2)° (Table S2). The
component units within the layers are held together by
numerous weak C−H···F interactions (dC−H···F = 2.57−2.66 Å,
Table S3). The alternating molecules of 1 and the pfp3 trimers
form infinite stacks, in direction of the a axis, with the phenyl and
perfluorophenyl rings arranged in a parallel offset manner
(Figure 2b). The distance between them is within the range of
3.34−3.47 Å.
The 2·pfp3 complex crystallizes in the monoclinic P2/n space

group, and the asymmetric unit is constituted by one half of the
molecule 2 and one and half of pfp. Both 2 and the trimer obey
twofold rotation molecular symmetry. The hydrogen atoms in
hydroxyl groups are disordered over two positions with a site
occupation factor of 0.5 (Figure 3a). The molecule of 2 in the
cocrystal is slightly less twisted than the uncomplexed one. The
corresponding dihedral angles are 29.30(6) and 37.40(6)°,
whereas those in the free compound are 35.15(7), 39.95(8), and
42.93(6)°.65 The geometry of the pfp3 trimer, lying on the
twofold rotation axis, follows restrains of the point group 2
(Schoenflies C2), so determined electron density reflects the
mean value of two molecules which differ in orientation of the
hydrogen bonding loop, so all OH hydrogen atoms are occupied
in 1/2 at the two positions. As in the previous example, the
complex 2·pfp3 shows a layered structure, with the layers parallel
to (10−1) family of planes, stabilized by the C(sp3)−H···F
interactions and the F···F contacts. This structure is unique
because the alternating layers are composed of only one type of
molecules (Figure 3b) and additionally each layer has its own

Figure 2. Crystal structure of 1·pfp3: (a) view of the pfp3 trimer and the molecule of 1 with numbering of the OH groups and F atoms; (b) projection
along the layers with Miller index of a family of parallel planes with the same orientation together with distances between centroids of the interacting
rings (dotted lines).

Figure 3. Crystal structure of 2·pfp3: (a) view of the pfp3 trimer and the molecule of 2 with numbering of the OH groups and F atoms; (b) projection
along the layers with the Miller index of a family of parallel planes with the same orientation together with distances between centroids of the
interacting rings (dotted lines).
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symmetry having twofold rotation axes, inversion centers in
plane, and perpendicular glide planes giving together the
subperiodic layer group p2/b11 (L16 in IUCr Tables Vol.
E)66 (Table S4). The group symbol refers to the subperiodic
setting (b, a − c, a + c). The almost parallel 4-methylphenyl and
pentafluorophenyl units form infinite alternating stacks in the
direction of the crystallographic a axis.
To obtain cocrystals with flat pfp3 trimers, we decided to

utilize molecules able to adopt planar conformation. First, we
tested 1,3,5-tripyrrolylbenzene49 but cocrystallization attempts
yielded only crystals of the uncomplexed compound. The most
probable reason being that the size of the coformer molecules
does not match the size of the trimer. Therefore, there was a
need to enlarge the substituents at the central benzene ring of
the star-shaped compound without losing its flatness. We chose
1,3,5-tris(5-methylthiophen-2-yl)benzene (3) bearing a methyl
group on the substituent making it a bit larger than the pyrrolyl
derivative. First attempts were unsuccessful and crystals of pure
3 were obtained. However, after using a large excess of pfp
during cocrystallization, we were able to obtain the desired
cocrystal with the right stoichiometry. During further inves-
tigation, we replaced the central benzene ring with boroxine and
1,3,5-triazine rings. In that way, we could introduce flat phenyl
derivatives to our series (compounds 4 and 5). These coformers
easily afforded cocrystals containing the pfp3 trimers. Next, we
checked 1,3,5-tris(phenylethynyl)benzene (6) where phenyl
rings are separated by CC bonds, which also enables the
molecules to adopt planar conformation. To our delight, we
obtained cocrystals with an excellent fit of themolecules of 6 and
the pfp3 trimers. Moreover, the crystal structure belongs to a
trigonal space group which is rarely observed in organic crystals.
In cocrystals 3·pfp3−6·pfp3, the essentially planar trimers pfp3

are additionally stabilized by two or three F···F interactions
between perfluorophenyl rings within the trimer and between
them.67,68 Parameters for the interactions are dF···F = 2.70−2.93
Å and θC−F···F = 143−149° (see Table 2). The cocrystals
revealed layered structures composed of flat or slightly
corrugated sheets containing nearly planar pfp3 trimers and
the triaryl molecules. Due to a matching shape of the component
molecules the layers are stabilized by weak C−H···F interactions

between aryl and perfluoroaryl units (dC−H···F = 2.44−2.67 Å and
θC−H···F = 123−171°, Table S3). It has been evidenced by
Desiraju and coworkers that the C−H···F interactions are
structurally similar to the C−H···OorC−H···N interactions and
make a significant contribution to crystal packing and its
stabilization.69 The interlayer association occurs through π···π
interaction between aryl and perfluoroaryl rings which form
offset face-to-face alternating stacks.
The complex 3·pfp3 crystallizes in the triclinic space group P1̅

and the asymmetric unit contains one molecule of 3 and three
pfp units forming a hydrogen-bonded R3

3(6) motif (Figure 4a).
Determination of its crystal structure revealed layers, parallel to
(20−2) family of planes, composed of nearly planar pfp3 trimers
and slightly distorted from planarity molecules of 3 (the dihedral
angles between the mean planes of the central benzene and the
thienyl rings are ca. 9°). The geometry of 3 deviates from the
threefold symmetry because one of the three 5-methylthienyl
moieties (with S1 atom) is rotated by 180° around the C19−
C34 bond, making unsymmetrical conformation. This kind of
orientation is also found in the uncomplexed molecule (see the
Supporting Information). The conformation in the cocrystal
enhances the number of short CAr−H···F contacts within the
layers. The alternating units 3 and pfp3 are arranged side-to-side
into parallel and nearly flat rows stabilized by weak CAr−H···F
and C(sp3)−H···F interactions (see Table S3). The rows are
further assembled into slightly corrugated layers in the form of
low staircase (Figure 4b). The pfpmolecules in the nearly planar
pfp3 trimers are held together by the cyclic motif III. For
parameters, see Table 1. Two short F···F contacts are present
within the trimer (Table 2) which are 8% shorter than the sum of
van der Waals radii of the two F atoms. The alternating pfp3
trimers and the molecules of 3 form infinite offset stacks
stabilized by π···π interactions between aryl and perfluoroaryl
units. The distance between the π···π planes are in the range of
3.35−3.53 Å and the centroids of the thienyl and pentafluor-
ophenyl rings in the stack are in the range of 3.56−3.79 Å and
the dihedral angle between planes formed by aryl and
perfluoroaryl rings does not exceed 7°.
The boroxine complex 4·pfp3 also crystallizes in the P1̅ space

group and its crystal structure resembles that of the described
above. It is composed of stacked flat layers, parallel to (202)
family of planes, where the alternating pfp3 trimers and the
molecules of 4 are arranged in parallel rows running along the a
axis (Figure 5). The molecules within the layer are held together
by weak C−H···F interactions between 4 and pfp3 (an average
H···F distance is 2.65 Å being only 1% shorter than the sum of
their van der Waals radii) and F···F contacts (2.81−2.86 Å)
between the pfp3 units. The molecules of 4 assume nearly planar
conformation with the phenyl rings inclined by 4.6, 5.8, and
10.8° to the central boroxine ring which resembles the geometry
of the uncomplexed compound.70 The nearly planar trimers are
stabilized by HBs with an average distance and valence angle of
2.11 Å and 135°, respectively (Table 1). Three F···F contacts are
present within the trimer (Table 2) about 2, 4, and 7% shorter
than the sum of van der Waals radii of the two atoms. The aryl···
perfluoroaryl stacking interactions between alternating 4 and
pfp3 units result in the formation of infinite slipped stacks
(Figure 5b). Distances between centroids of the aryl and
perfluoroaryl rings are within the range of 3.69−3.98 Å with the
stack slip angle of about 27°.
The crystal structure of the 5·pfp3 complex (the triclinic P1̅

space group) closely resembles those of two previous complexes
(Figure 6). The alternating 5 and pfp3 units are organized in

Table 2. Parameters of the F···F Contacts within the pfp3
Trimera

cocrystal interaction dF···F (Å) θC−F···F (deg)
b δ% (%)

3·pfp3 F2···F18 2.699(5) 142.5(4) 92
F6···F8 2.713(6) 144.3(4) 92

4·pfp3 F2···F14 2.829(3) 146.2(3) 96
F6···F8 2.747(3) 148.8(3) 93
F12···F18 2.877(4) 147.0(3) 98

5·pfp3 F2···F18 2.862(12) 146.1(8) 97
F6···F8 2.934(12) 147.6(8) 99.8
F12···F14 2.765(12) 148.0(9) 94

6·pfp3 F2···F18 2.791(5) 144.6(3) 95
F6···F8 2.791(4) 146.9(3) 95
F12···F14 2.828(4) 145.6(3) 96
F20···F36 2.783(4) 148.1(3) 95
F24···F26 2.798(5) 147.6(3) 95
F30···F32 2.802(3) 145.3(3) 95

aThe parameter δ% corresponds to the ratio of the dF···F and the sum
of van der Waals radii of the two atoms. bThe smaller value is
reported.
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stacks running along the a axis and forming nearly planar sheets,
parallel to (21−2) family of planes, with the component units
held together by the C−H···F interactions (Table S3). The
triazine molecule 5 is only slightly distorted from planarity (the
dihedral angles between the mean planes of the central triazine
and the p-tolyl rings do not exceed 9°) and its geometry closely
corresponds to that of the uncomplexed molecule.71 The nearly
planar trimers are stabilized by three HBs and three F···F
interactions (Tables 1 and 2). The 5 and pfp3 units are arranged
into π···π stacked columnsthe distances between centroids of
aryl and perfluoroaryl rings are in the range of 3.54−3.70 Å with
a slip angle of about 21° (Figure 6b). There are no strong, linear
O−H···N HBs between the central triazine unit and the pfp
molecules, indicating that the formation of the pfp3 trimer is
preferable to these interactions. However, one hydrogen atom of
the pfp3 trimer points toward the π-basic central triazine ring
(the distance between H3 and the centroid of the triazine ring is

2.35 Å, and the distance to the nearest nitrogen atom is dH3···N1 =
2.59 Å).
The complex 6·pfp3 crystallizes in the space group P32 and the

asymmetric unit contains two molecules of 6 and six of pfp
arranged into pfp3 trimers (Figure 7a). It shows an unusual and
aesthetically pleasing layered structure due to the excellent fit of
the component molecules within the layer, parallel to the (006)
family of planes (Figure 7b). The molecules of 6 assume nearly
coplanar conformation (the corresponding dihedral angles are in
the range of 1.0−10.7°) that contrasts with the strongly twisted
geometry of the molecules in the crystals of pure 6.55 Each
molecule of 6 is surrounded by three essentially coplanar pfp3
trimers connected with them via numerous C−H···F contacts
(often bifurcated) forming flat sheets. The shortest C−H···F
bonds are 7% shorter than the sum of van der Waals radii of the
H and F atoms (the average dC−H···F is 2.61 Å, Table S3). The
π···π stacking interaction between the layers is more complex

Figure 4. Crystal structure of 3·pfp3: (a) view of the pfp3 trimer and the molecule of 3 with numbering of the OH groups and F atoms; (b) projection
along the layers with Miller index of a family of parallel planes with the same orientation together with distances between centroids of the interacting
rings (dotted lines).

Figure 5. Crystal structure of 4·pfp3: (a) view of the pfp3 trimer and the molecule of 4 with numbering of the OH groups and F atoms; (b) projection
along the layers with Miller index of a family of parallel planes with the same orientation together with distances between centroids of the interacting
rings (dotted lines).

Figure 6. Crystal structure of 5·pfp3: (a) view of the pfp3 trimer and the molecule of 5 with numbering of the OH groups and F atoms; (b) projection
along the layers with Miller index of a family of parallel planes with the same orientation together with distances between centroids of the interacting
rings (dotted lines).
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than in previous examples. It involves not only aryl rings but also

ethynyl moieties, both being π-basic (see Figure 1). Each

pentafluorophenyl ring is located between parallel phenyl and

ethynyl units (Figure 7c,d). The average distance between the

centroid of the C6F5 ring and the center of the triple bond is 3.62

Å, whereas the distance between centroids of the phenyl and

perfluorophenyl rings is in the range of 3.54−3.70 Å.

In the cocrystals of 1−5 four different structural motifs A−D
were identified within a single layer. They are schematically
represented in Figure 8, where each pfp3 trimer is marked with a
white and the coformer molecule with a gray triangle. In motifA,
each horizontal row of molecules is duplicated in both directions
in the same orientation, and in B, every second row is inverted.
Consequently, the trimers are arranged in vertical columns
separated by similar columns of the triaryl molecules. This

Figure 7. Crystal structure of 6·pfp3: (a) view of the pfp3 trimers and molecules of 6 with numbering of the OH groups and F atoms; (b) fragment of
one layer of molecules; (c) π···π stacking interactions between pfp3 trimer and molecules of 6; and (d) view of the interactions with distances between
centroids of the interacting rings and centroids of the triple bonds (dotted lines), in parentheses values for the second symmetry-independent pfp3
trimer are given.

Figure 8. Structural motifs A−D found within one layer in cocrystals of (a) 1·pfp3; (b) 2·pfp3; (c) 3·pfp3; (d) 4·pfp3; and (e) 5·pfp3. In the case of
2·pfp3, the molecules were selected in such a way to show the mutual orientation of the molecules (view along the a axis).
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creates the possibility to form F···F contacts between pfp3
trimers. Indeed, these interactions do occur in cocrystals
1·pfp3, 2·pfp3, and 3·pfp3. In arrangement C, every second
row is translated and inD, both translated and inverted. In these
motifs the trimers are further apart, and in the case of 5·pfp3
(motif D), such contacts within one layer are not observed.
In contrast to the previous star-shaped compounds tested,

triphenyl isocyanurate (7), in which all phenyl rings are almost
perpendicular to the central heterocyclic ring, with pfp forms a

2:3 complex with no trimers III. The asymmetric unit of the
complex (the space group P21) consists of two symmetry-
independent strongly twisted molecules of 7 and three pfp units.
The conformation of 7 closely resembles that of the
uncomplexed molecule.72 This kind of molecular geometry
obviously precludes the formation of the layered 2D structure
but some π···π stacking interactions are still possible. The pfp
molecules, instead of forming trimers, interact with 7 by O−H···
OCHBs (Table 1). One molecule of 7 binds to two pfp units

Figure 9.Crystal structure of 7·pfp: (a) view of the HBs, π···π and anion···π-like interactions in the stacks of both symmetry-independent molecules of
7; (b) projection along the b axis.

Figure 10. Two-dimensional fingerprint plots of 1−6 [(a) top] and the pfp3 trimers [(a) bottom] in the cocrystals 1·pfp3−6·pfp3. Selected
intermolecular contacts are highlighted. The percentage contributions of selected close intermolecular contacts to the HS area based on the coformer
molecule (b) and the pfp3 trimer (c). Other contacts are highlighted in gray; all values on the diagram are expressed in %.
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in such a way that a phenyl ring is located between two
pentafluorophenyl moieties, and the other interacts with only
one pfp (Figure 9a). Themolecules of 7 themselves are arranged
in columns running along the b axis (Figure 9b), where the
carbonyl oxygen atoms are in proximity to the π-acidic
isocyanurate rings resembling anion···π interactions. This
arrangement is also observed in one of the polymorphs
(orthorhombic Fdd2 space group) of the pure compound 7.72

HS Analysis. To assess the percent distribution of some
contacts present in the crystal structures of 1·pfp3−6·pfp3, HS
analysis was performed. In each case, HS of both the pfp3 trimer
and its coformer was calculated and a fingerprint plot was
generated. Results are presented in Figure 10.
The plots for coformer molecules exhibit one main spike

corresponding to the H···F/F···H contacts. Its minimum de + di
value is in the range of 2.3−2.6 Å being shorter than the sum of
the van der Waals radii of H and F atoms (2.67 Å). The
fingerprint plot of 6 contains additional spike representingH···H
contacts. The plots for pfp3 trimers contain two sharp spikes,
indicating the H···F/F···H and F···F interactions. The average
minimum de + di value for the inter-halogen interactions is at
about 2.8 Å (δ% ≈ 95%). In the middle of each graph (both for
coformer and pfp3 trimer), there is a region denoting the C···C
contacts.
The fingerprint plots for the pfp3 trimers and their coformers

1−6 look quite different in most cases. How similar the
percentage distributions are can be seen when they are
presented in the form of a diagram (Figure 10b,c). The degree
of sameness is understandable as most contacts are reciprocal for
both components.
Intermolecular H···F interactions have the highest contribu-

tion in all of the cocrystals studied (33−46%) which can be
rationalized by the proximity of these atoms within the layers
and between them. For 1·pfp3, the H···F contacts constitute as
much as 46.2% (based on 1) and 45.2% (based on pfp3) of the
HS which can be attributed to the fact that the layers are
significantly corrugated. The contribution of these interactions
for 2·pfp3 is also relatively high (38.0 and 44.1%) despite the
presence of the separate layers of the pfp3 trimers and molecules
of 2. Surprisingly, for 6·pfp3, where there is such a perfect fit of
the molecules, the lowest value of the H···F interactions based
on 6 is observed (32.7%). However, this may be due to the size
of the coformer molecule compared to the other ones. In almost
every case, the C···H contacts account for about 10% of the HS.
The cocrystal which stands out is again 6·pfp3 (22.7%). This fact
can be explained by the proximity of three phenyl rings of three 6
molecules to the pfp3 trimer. The C···C contacts reflecting
mostly the π···π interactions of aryl and perfluoroaryl rings for
each cocrystal are in the range of 10−15%. HSs of the pfp3
trimers revealed that the F···F contacts account for 17−22% of
the total number of interactions. The largest value of 22.3%
belongs to 2·pfp3, which again is associated with the fact that in
this cocrystal, the components’ molecules form separate layers.
To better visualize the π···π stacking interactions, HSs

mapped on the shape index and curvedness were generated
and analyzed. The surfaces for 1·pfp3 are presented in Figure 11.
On the shape index maps generated in the range of −1 to 1 Å

for each cocrystal, there are adjacent red and blue triangles
characteristic for the π···π stacking interactions73,74 (yellow
dashed ellipses in Figure 11). The blue convex triangle
corresponds to a carbon atom of an aryl ring within the
considered surface and the red concave triangle represents a
carbon atom of an aromatic ring outside the surface. The

curvedness maps (generated from −4 to 0.4 Å) of both
components show large flat green areas corresponding to the
phenyl and perfluorophenyl rings, which also indicates clearly
π···π interactions.
It should be mentioned that both sides of the shape index and

curvedness surfaces look quite similar because the components
are arranged into infinite stacks. The exception is 6·pfp3, where 6
interacts with the whole pfp3 trimer on one side and three
phenyl rings with three pfp molecules of three different pfp3
trimers on the other (see Figures S7 and S8).
HSs of both components of 1·pfp3−6·pfp3 mapped with dnorm,

shape index, and curvedness are presented in the Supporting
Information.
All the results presented above clearly demonstrate that the

weak perfluoroaryl···aryl stacking interactions are valuable tools
in controlling the arrangement of aromatic units in crystal
engineering and bring out the relevance of weak noncovalent
interactions where organic fluorine atom C(sp2)−F is involved.
One can also notice that it is the weak C−H···F and F···F forces
directing the packing into relevant planes to generate unique
packing motifs. On the other hand, while the uncomplexed
molecules 1−6 possess more twisted geometry, the π···π
interactions force these molecules in cocrystals to adopt more
planar conformation.

■ CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we thoroughly investigated the π···π stacking
interactions between aryl and perfluoroaryl moieties in the
molecular crystals of pfpwith star-shaped triaryl derivatives. The
aggregation of the pfp molecules into hydrogen-bonded cyclic
trimers with the central R3

3(6) motif (III) can be supported and
enhanced by the π···π stacking interactions. Furthermore, the
layered structure of the cocrystals is stabilized by numerous
weak intermolecular C−H···F and F···F interactions. The results
strongly suggest that in order to form cocrystals with the desired
trimers, the triaryl component must have the size and shape
comparable with that of pfp3 and, ideally, it should be able to
adopt a planar conformation. However, some degree of
tolerance is acceptable because the trimers are flexible and
stable enough to mimic the shape of the coformer, as in 1·pfp3
and 2·pfp3. Additionally, there is a question whether the star-

Figure 11.HSs of 1 and pfp3 in 1·pfp3 mapped with dnorm, shape index,
and curvedness. Areas of π···π stacking interactions are highlighted as
yellow dashed ellipses.
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shaped component may contain any additional functional
groups able to compete with pfp in forming HBs. However,
despite the fact that molecules of 4 and 5 contain oxygen and
nitrogen atoms, respectively, being relatively strong HB
acceptors, no additional HBs with these atoms are formed and
the aryl···perfluoroaryl interactions induce the formation of
motif III. Finally, strongly deviated from planarity triaryl
component 7 is not able to induce the formation of the pfp3
trimers and the structure of its pfp cocrystal is mainly controlled
by intermolecular O−H···OC HBs.
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